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Welcome

https://www.ncca.ie/en/senior-cycle/curriculum-

developments/subjects-and-frameworks-in-

development/economics

https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82b-a8134fe16eb3/LCEconomics_spec_2018.pdf
https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82b-a8134fe16eb3/LCEconomics_spec_2018.pdf
https://www.ncca.ie/en/senior-cycle/curriculum-developments/economics


Purpose for today
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● To assist teachers with the engagement and 
enactment of the Economics specification 
through inquiry-based approaches with a focus 
on the role of data and information in Economics

● To support teachers in enabling students to collect, organise, 
present, analyse and interpret data with and without the use of 
technology and come to an informed view in evaluating current 
economic issues



Overview of the Seminar
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Session 1

9:30 - 11:00

● Supports provided by PDST 

● Realising the shared vision - the journey so far

● Embracing data in the teaching and learning of Economics

Tea/Coffee Break 

11:00 - 11:15

Session 2

11:15 - 1:00

● Key Skills in Economics

● Data inquiry tasks in the Economics classroom

Lunch 

1:00 - 2:00

Session 3

2:00 - 3:30

● Data competencies

● Effective questioning in Economics

● Assessment criteria
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An inquiry-based approach to teaching and learning cultivates students’ critical thinking

skills in economics by encouraging them to ask questions relating to the world around them 

and apply their learning in differentiated, collaborative, creative and innovative ways.

Strand 1 is a unifying strand, the themes of which permeate strands 2-5 of the specification 

and will be progressively developed over the course of senior cycle.

Economics is a subject for all and through its exploration students will be prepared and 

empowered to contribute to society and meet future challenges with confidence.

Key Messages

The collection, organisation, analysis and interpretation of data allows students to 

hypothesise and critically evaluate economic concepts and theories, allowing them to form

justifiable opinions/conclusions around economic issues.



Supports provided by PDST
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PDST 
Supports

ScoilnetPDST WebsiteSchool Visits
PDST 

Collaboratives
WebinarsSeminars



PDST Collaboratives 
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None of us is as smart as all of us
Japanese Proverb 

In the past quarter century, teaching has made 

great strides in building professional collaboration. 

It is now time for this to progress into collaborative 

professionalism, rooted in inquiry, responsive to 

feedback and always up for a good argument.
(Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2008, p. 9) 

Learning is: 

• Constructive
• Self regulated
• Situated
• Collaborative 



CPD Timeline 2021/22

Sept 

2021

Introduction to 

Economics Day 1

Webinar

PDST 

Collaboratives

PDST 

Collaboratives

Christmas               

2021

Summer 

2022

Sept
Nov Jan Mar

Introduction to 

Economics Day 2
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By the end of session one, participants will have:

● Discussed the progression towards realising their vision for students of Economics

● Examined integrated approaches to teaching, learning and assessment that support students 
in the practical application of economic knowledge to their lives

● Considered the importance of rigour in developing students’ capacity to research, analyse and 
interpret economic data and information

● Explored a range of resources to support teaching, learning and assessment in the Economics 
classroom



Your Shared Vision 
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The Journey So Far...
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Now 

what?

So 

what?

What?

Rolfe et al, 2001

How have you come closer to 

realising your shared vision for 

economics learning in the 

classroom?

What unexpected learning has 

emerged for you?
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Young Economist of the Year 
(YEOTY) Entries



Activity
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The Importance of Data in Economics
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Core Economics https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMHaT_WUF54

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMHaT_WUF54
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMHaT_WUF54
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMHaT_WUF54
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Validity Reliability

Bias

Source:The Guardian 17 July 2016 article https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jul/17/politicians-dodgy-statistics-tricks-guide

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jul/17/politicians-dodgy-statistics-tricks-guide


Aims and Expectations - Embracing Data 
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“Using skills of critical thinking, data analysis and decision making through the 
study of economics, students will be prepared and empowered to contribute to 
society and manage future challenges confidently.”

Economics Specification p.6

“...research and analyse qualitative and quantitative economic information and 
data from various sources, present and justify conclusions and make informed 
decisions.”

Economics Specification p.7

https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Policy-Reports/lit_num_strategy_full.pdf

https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Education-Reports/STEM-Education-in-the-Irish-School-System.pdf

https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Policy-Reports/lit_num_strategy_full.pdf
https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Education-Reports/STEM-Education-in-the-Irish-School-System.pdf
https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82b-a8134fe16eb3/LCEconomics_spec_2018.pdf
https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82b-a8134fe16eb3/LCEconomics_spec_2018.pdf


End of Session 1
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Introduction to Economics

Day 2

Session 2



By the end of session two, participants will have:
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● Explored how Senior Cycle key skills are embedded throughout the learning 
outcomes in the Economics specification

● Discussed and considered the role of rich inquiry-tasks in enhancing student 
learning in the Economics classroom

● Developed approaches that enable students to collect, organise, analyse and 
interpret data/information in the exploration of economic behaviour and 
interactions



Senior Cycle Key Skills
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“The key skills are embedded within the 
learning outcomes of the specification and will 
be assessed in the context of the assessment 
of the learning outcomes.”

Economics Specification, page 11

“They will develop information processing and

critical and creative thinking skills by 
examining and evaluating economic data and 
information to identify patterns and 
relationships, offering informed viewpoints 
and opinions and applying those conclusions 
to new or existing economic problems.”

Economics Specification, page 12
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Suggest a Strand 2 learning outcome which students could explore in conjunction 

with this infographic. How could it be used to promote key skills development?

Source: Rent Tenancy Board ( RTB) Rent Index



22 Source: rte news 



An Inquiry Task
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● What economic concepts are 

evident?

● What does the data show?

● Are there other issues to be 

considered?
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Validity Reliability

Bias

Source:The Guardian 17 July 2016 article https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jul/17/politicians-dodgy-statistics-tricks-guide

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jul/17/politicians-dodgy-statistics-tricks-guide


What interventions can Government 
employ to decrease GHG emissions in 
the agri- sector?

How do direct payments/subsidies 

impact business/individual decisions in 

the agri -sector

Utilising an Inquiry Approach
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Select a 
Theme/Topic/Issue/Stimulus

Develop Lines of Inquiry

How do GHG emissions relate to 

economic growth and sustainability? 

What is the broader impact of 

government interventions/ policies on 

the agri- sector?

Sustainable Irish 

Farming
How will the proposed  Eco-scheme 

under the new CAP Strategic Plan 2023 -

2027 impact the agri-food sector?

How much does the Agri-food sector 

contribute to the Irish economy?

How does the agri-sector affect levels of 

employment in other industries?
Video - Utilising an inquiry approach

https://pdst.mediasite.com/Mediasite/Play/c2f130b8111e42888acade5bbef10dd01d


Teaching and Learning Using an Inquiry 
Approach
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Resourcing the Inquiry

Online Research

Classroom materials 

Other sources

Reporting 
Findings

❖ What information is 

relevant to my inquiry?

❖ Is the information from a 

reliable source?

❖ How does the information 

connect to what I already 

know?

❖ Does this information raise 

new lines of inquiry?

❖ Do other questions arise?

● Written 

summary

● Structured 

questions

● Digital 

Technologies

● Classroom 

discussion

● Presentations 

etc.

Interpreting Information

(Critical Reflection)

Does this raise new inquiry questions for further exploration of the learning outcomes?



Utilising an Inquiry Approach
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Develop Lines of Inquiry

What interventions can Government 
employ to decrease GHG emissions in 
the agri- sector?

How do GHG emissions relate to 

economic growth and sustainability?

What is the broader impact of 

government interventions on 

employment in this sector 

Sustainable Irish Farming
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The Use of Rich Inquiry Tasks

Rich Inquiry Tasks

Multiple Entry / Exit 
Points

Collaborative Problem Solving

Hypothesising

Demonstrable learning Testing

Drawing 
Conclusions

Defending Their Reasoning

Constructivism

Broad Skills Set

Include Tasks That:
• Have reduced scaffolding
• Are intriguing
• Contain Inherent Ambiguity
• Encourage exploration 
• Have more than one outcome
• Motivate curricular content



End of Session 2
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By the end of session three, participants will have:

● Gained an understanding of how students can be supported to 
develop competencies in Economics

● Gained an appreciation of the role of effective questioning in support 
of student learning

● Used assessment materials to support student learning
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Competencies for Economics 

Competencies 

● Knowledge
● Skills
● Attitudes and 

Values 

OECD (2018)

https://pixabay.com/illustrations/icon-people-talk-conversation-chat-2967797/

https://pixabay.com/illustrations/icon-people-talk-conversation-chat-2967797/


What is Effective Questioning?
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“It is the framing, delivering, timing, soliciting and responding to questions in order to 

provide information about student knowledge, understanding and skills. It informs 

teacher's planning and teaching strategies to move students from where they are to 

where they need to go.”

NCCA Focus on Learning (2015, 1)

“Quality questioning is not possible without quality questions;”

Walsh and Sattes (2011, 4)

https://pixabay.com/photos/question-question-mark-help-2309042/

https://pixabay.com/photos/question-question-mark-help-2309042/
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/vandycft/29428436431

analyse

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vandycft/29428436431


Assessment Materials
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https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82b-a8134fe16eb3/LCEconomics_spec_2018.pdf
https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82b-a8134fe16eb3/LCEconomics_spec_2018.pdf


Research Study Rubric
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Now what?
https://pixabay.com/photos/question-question-mark-help-2309040/

https://pixabay.com/photos/question-question-mark-help-2309040/


CPD Timeline 2021/22
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Sept 

2021

Introduction to 

Economics Day 1

Webinar

PDST 

Collaboratives

PDST 

Collaboratives

Christmas               

2021

Summer 

2022

Sept Nov Jan Mar

CoP CoP CoP CoP CoP

Introduction to 

Economics Day 2

CoP



Key References for the Day
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1. Rolfe, G., Freshwater, D., Jasper, M. (2001) Critical reflection in nursing and the 
helping professions: a user’s guide. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan.

2. Dwyer, Bernadette. 2016, Engaging all students in internet research and inquiry, The 

Reading Teacher, 69(4) pp.383-389

3. Gast Ged,(2019) Effective questioning and classroom talk to develop learning & 

higher order thinking, promoting imagination, speculation, creative thinking & to pitch 

a suitable challenge level p1-29 accessed Jan 11th 2022 

https://www.liberty.k12.ga.us/pdf/TandL/Effective_Questioning_Talk.pdf

https://www.liberty.k12.ga.us/pdf/TandL/Effective_Questioning_Talk.pdf


End of Session 3
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Thank you for your participation today! 


